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1. The scientific case

The LHCb detector [1] is a general-purpose forward spectrometer specialised in detecting
hadrons containing c and b quarks, fully instrumented in the 2 < [ < 5 region, and is the only
detector able to collect data in both collider and fixed-target mode.

The fixed-target physics program at LHCb is active since the installation of the SMOG (System
forMeasuring the Overlap with Gas) device [2], and now, with the SMOG2 upgrade [3], an openable
gas storage cell, shown in Fig. 1, and an advanced Gas Feed System, a strong boost will come with
the LHC Run 3. The target areal density will increase up to two orders of magnitude, depending
on the injected gas species, and the data will be collected simultaneously for the beam-gas and
beam-beam collisions.
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Figure 1: Mass distributions, fitted by an extended unbinned maximum-likelihood inp
sNN = 86.6 GeV pHe collisions; J/ ! µ�µ+ (left); D0 ! K�⇡+ (right). The dashed blue line

corresponds to the combinatorial background, the red line to the signal and the solid blue line
to the sum of the two.

a crystal ball function [37] describing the J/� signal, and an exponential function for
the background. The D0 signal is fitted by the sum of two Gaussian functions, and an
exponential function for the background. Figure 1 shows the mass distributions obtained
after all selection criteria are applied to the entire pHe data set, with the fit functions
superimposed.

The signal yields are determined in uniformly populated bins of pT or y. A coarser
binning scheme is used for J/� candidates, owing to the smaller sample size. The yields
determined from the mass fit are corrected for the total e�ciencies, which include the
geometrical acceptance of the detector, the event trigger, the event selection, the primary
vertex, the track reconstruction, and particle identification. Particle identification [38] and
tracking e�ciencies are obtained from control sample of pp collision data. All the other
e�ciencies are determined from simulation. Several sources of systematic uncertainties are
considered, a�ecting either the determination of the signal yields or the total e�ciencies.
They are summarised in Table 1 separately for correlated and uncorrelated systematic
uncertainties.

A systematic uncertainty is assigned to the signal determination. A first contribution,
common to J/� and D0 signals, is obtained by determining the maximum contamination
from residual pp collisions. The systematic uncertainty related to the determination of
the signal yields includes the contribution from b-hadron decays and the mass fit. The
fraction of signal from b hadrons, determined through the fit of the impact parameter
distribution of the D0 candidates with respect to the primary vertex, is (0.9+1.6

�0.9)%. The
systematic uncertainty related to the mass fit is evaluated using alternative models for
signal and background shapes that reproduce the mass shapes equally well.

Another source of uncertainty is associated with the accuracy of the simulation used
to compute the acceptances and e�ciencies. This systematic uncertainty includes the
statistical uncertainty due to the finite size of the simulation sample and the di�erences in
the distributions of the transverse momentum and rapidity between data and simulation.
This systematic uncertainty is computed in each y and pT bin. Systematic uncertainties
in tracking and particle identification e�ciencies are mainly related to the di�erences
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Figure 2: J/ ! µ+µ� (left) and D0 ! K�⇡+ (right) SMOG samples from [4].

Figure 3: The SMOG2 storage cell in the open (left) and closed (right) configuration.

start in 2028) and, with the installation of a polarised gas target, to bring spin physics at LHC
by exploiting the well suited LHCb detector. A selection of physics opportunities accessible at
LHCspin is presented in Sec. 2, while the experimental setup is discussed in Sec. 3.

2 Physics case

The physics case of LHCspin covers three main areas: exploration of the wide physics potential
offered by unpolarised gas targets, investigation of the nucleon spin and heavy ion collisions.
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Figure 4: Left: VELO track reconstruction efficiency for beam-gas (red) and beam-beam (blue) pri-
mary vertices (PV) [8]. Right: kinematic coverage of LHCspin (orange) and other existing facilities.

Figure 1: The SMOG2 storage cell in the open (left) and closed (right) configuration.

The LHCspin project [4] aims at extending the SMOG2 physics program in Run 4 and, with
the installation of a polarised gas target, to bring spin physics at LHC for the first time, by exploiting
the well suited LHCb detector.

The physics case of LHCspin covers three main areas: exploration of the wide physics potential
offered by unpolarised gas targets, investigation of the nucleon spin, and heavy-ion collisions.

Similarly to SMOG2, LHCspin will allow the injection of several species of unpolarised gases
giving excellent opportunities to investigate parton distribution functions (PDFs) in both nucleons
and nuclei in the large-G and intermediate&2 regime, and impact several fields of physics fromQCD
to astroparticle. Beside the collinear PDFs, polarised quark and gluon distributions can be probed
by means of proton collisions on polarised hydrogen and deuterium, such as Generalised Parton
Distributions (GPDs) and TransverseMomentumDependent distribution functions (TMDs). In fact,
there are several leading-twist distributions that can be probed with unpolarised and transversely
polarised nucleons, giving independent information on the hadronic spin structure.

To access the transverse motion of partons within a polarised nucleon, transverse single spin
asymmetries have to be measured. For example, the polarised Drell-Yan (DY) channel probes the
product of 51 (unpolarised TMD) and 5 ⊥1) (Sivers function) in quarks and antiquarks in the low- and
high-G regimes, respectively. Projections for the uncertainty of such measurements are shown in
Fig. 2 (left) based on an integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1. Being T-odd, it is theoretically established
that the Sivers function changes sign in polarised DY with respect to semi-inclusive deep inelastic
scattering [5]. This fundamental QCD prediction can be verified by exploiting the large sample of
DY data expected at LHCspin. In addition, isospin effects can be investigated by comparing ?�
and ?� collisions. Several TMDs can be probed by evaluating the azimuthal asymmetries of the
produced dilepton pair: projected precisions for three such asymmetries are shown in Fig. 2 (right)
for a specific rapidity range.
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Figure 31: (a) Two predictions (denoted AD’AM [294] and EIKV [290]) of the DY AN as a function of x� at AFTER@LHC,
compared to the projected precision of the measurement [302]. The bands are filled in the region where the fits use existing SIDIS
data, i.e. for x� � 0.3, and hollow where they are extrapolations. (b) Similar projections for the DY AN as a function of x� in
p+3He� collisions at

�
s = 115 GeV [302]. [In both cases, the bars show the statistical uncertainties for the quoted luminosisities

accounting for the background subtraction and polarisation-dilution effects].

polarisation, Pe� , is diluted by a factor of 3 since only the neutron is polarised in the 3He�. The projec-
tions for 3He� are prepared based on simulations for pp collisions and applying corrections to account for
change in signal and background yields. The combinatorial background is proportional to the number of
binary nucleon-nucleon collisions Ncoll, thus the background increases by a factor Ncoll �

�
3 compared to

pp. An additional isospin factor of 9/6 for DY studies is included. The available integrated luminosity of
2.5 fb�1 will allow for an exploratory measurement for DY production and precision study for quarkonium
production (see section 5.2.2).

In addition, DY production with an unpolarised fixed-target will be extremely valuable to study the
simplest TMD function at large x, namely the unpolarised TMD PDF [305, 306, 307, 54, 287, 288]. A
good knowledge of unpolarised TMDs is of fundamental importance in order to validate our understanding
of their scale evolution and to reliably study azimuthal and spin asymmetries, as they always enter the
denominators of these quantities.

Pion and kaon production. Pion and kaon STSAs have been extensively studied in the last three decades
at Fermilab and BNL with hadron beams and at Jefferson Lab, CERN (COMPASS) and DESY (HERMES)
with lepton beams (see e.g. [27, 28, 29, 30, 308, 309, 31, 303]), observing large asymmetries in the valence
region at large x�, which motivated the introduction of the Sivers effect. As for now, similar studies have not
been carried out with hadron beams on 3He, thus on a polarised neutron target, which however could give
us original insights on the flavour symmetries of the correlation between the partonic transverse momentum
and the nucleon spin. Along these lines, the AFTER@LHC programme relying on the LHCb and/or ALICE
detectors, can play a crucial role.

Indeed, as shown in Fig. 32, the predicted AN for pion production with a neutron (a-b) and proton (c-d)
target, based on the generalised parton model (GPM) approach (which is an extension of the parton model
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Figure 39: Expected statistical uncertainty on asymmetries in DY production at AFTER@LHCb, computed all for Lpp = 10 fb�1

andPe�. = 0.8. The rapidity has been integrated over the bins specified in the plots, as well as the mass in bins of dM = 1 GeV. [The
statistical uncertainties are calculated using following expressions: �(Asin �S

UT ) = 1/Pe�.�
�

2/
�

S + 2B, �(Acos 2�S
UU ) = 2

�
2/
�

S + 2B
and �(Asin(2�±�S )

UT ) = 2/Pe�. �
�

2/
�

S + 2B, where S is the signal yield, B is the background yield and Pe�. is the effective
polarisation in a given measurement.]

extractions of h�g
1 have been performed yet. Recently, it has been proposed to access both f g

1 and h�g
1 in

di-J/� and � production in hadronic collisions [347, 344], for which data with sensitivity to transverse
momenta have been collected at the LHC. It is expected that h�g

1 reaches its maximal size in the small-x
regime [53, 348, 349, 350]. Its role in different x-regions has yet to be explored. Factorisation proofs have
recently been provided for �c,b production [351, 352]. It is also expected to be constrained from azimuthal-
asymmetry measurements at the future EIC and the LHeC [353, 315], and also possibly from measurements
at RHIC and the LHC [339].

The impact of linearly polarised gluons in H0 production has been addressed e.g. in [354, 355, 356,
332]. Their effect has been predicted for gluon fusion into two photons in [357, 339], for (pseudo)scalar
quarkonium production in [69, 70], for vector quarkonium production in [358, 359] and for H0 plus jet
production in [340]. Associated production of quarkonium and Z boson has been investigated in [360].
Associated production of quarkonium plus one photon [71] is also promising, due to the possibility of
producing final states with different invariant masses, suited thus to be analysed using TMD factorisation
and to test TMD evolution. This process, together with �b,c production [361, 69, 70] and double J/�
production [223], can be investigated within the AFTER@LHC programme.

Several processes can be measured at the proposed AFTER@LHC programme in order to constrain
h�g

1 in yet unexplored kinematic regions. In Table 17 we show those in which the effect of the presence
of h�g

1 is the modulation of the transverse-momentum spectrum, referred to as “qT modulation”, while in
Table 18 we show those for which h�g

1 creates an azimuthal modulations of the spectrum, referred to as
“cos n� modulation”. We notice that in all the mentioned processes the same h�g

1 function is probed, since
the gauge-link structure is the same. As can be seen, overall the AFTER@LHC programme offers a great
opportunity to constrain h�g

1 through all these processes.
At AFTER@LHC, it will be possible to study the potential TMD factorisation breaking effects [362]

in the production of �c0 and �c2 [69]. Moreover, �c production at low transverse momentum [351] will
be accessed, complementing the high transverse momentum region measured by LHCb and going beyond
RHIC’s capabilities.
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Figure 7: Left: Measurements of AN in DY events as a function of x compared to two theoretical
predictions [7]. Right: projected precision for some azimuthal asymmetry amplitudes with DY
data as a function of the dilepton invariant mass [9].

pion SSAs at small pT , which require a strong suppression
of the f-type GSF, in particular in the small-x region (see
Fig. 1, left panel). If J=ψ measurements would be con-
firmed even in future higher statistics samples, this would
definitely represent a tension with the pion SSAs, at least
within a TMD approach. In this respect, more data, on a
wider kinematical range and with better statistics, would be
very helpful.
It is worth considering the corresponding analysis for AN

in J=ψ production for the kinematics reachable at LHC in

the fixed target mode with a transversely polarized target
(see the AFTER [42,43] and LHCb [44,45] proposals at
CERN). In such a configuration one could probe even
larger light-cone momentum fractions in the polarized
proton, accessing the gluon TMDs in a very interesting
and complementary region.
In Fig. 8 we present our estimates for AN for pp↑ →

J=ψX at
ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 115 GeV, at fixed pT ¼ 2 GeV, as a

function of xF (left panel) and at fixed rapidity y ¼ −2,
as a function of pT (right panel). Notice that in such a

FIG. 8. AN for the process pp↑ → J=ψX at
ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 115 GeV and pT ¼ 2 GeV as a function of xF (left panel) and at rapidity y ¼ −2 as

a function of pT (right panel). Notice that here negative rapidities correspond to the forward region for the polarized proton. Predictions
are for the GPM (thick green dashed lines) and the CGI-GPM (red band) approaches [see Eqs. (32), (34)]. The corresponding maximized
contributions for the GPM (thin green dashed lines) and the CGI-GPM (red solid lines) schemes are also shown.

FIG. 9. Estimates of AN for the process p↑p → γX at
ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 200 GeV as a function of pT within the GPM and the CGI-GPM

approaches. Upper panels: maximized contributions (N gðxÞ ¼ þ 1) at xF ¼ 0 (left) and xF ¼ −0.1 (right); lower panels: estimates
based on the present analysis [see Eqs. (32), (34)]: GPM (green dashed line), CGI-GPM (red band).
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in the non-perturbative regime of QCD.
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Figure 18: Three-dimensional representation of the u-quark densities in momentum space
(proton tomography) from a recent global analysis [122]. (Courtesy of A. Bacchetta).

Two quark TMDs are involved in unpolarized processes: the standard unpolarized
distribution function f q

1 and the Boer-Mulders function h�,q
1 [123]. Even if it requires

no target polarization, the Boer-Mulders function is in fact a polarized TMD because it
depends on the quark transverse polarization. More specifically, it describes the correlation
between the quark transverse polarization and transverse momentum. It is noteworthy that
this correlation results in specific azimuthal modulations of the unpolarized cross-section.

In the last 15 years, significant progresses have been achieved in the comprehension
of the quark TMDs in Semi-Inclusive DIS (SIDIS) experiments (Hermes, Compass,
JLAB) [124]. High-energy pp collisions constitute a complementary approach. In particular,
fixed-target pp collisions at the LHC, with a beam energy at the TeV scale, will give
access to these objects for unique kinematic conditions (high x, at moderately high
Q2). Furthermore, by comparing the results obtained in SIDIS with those from hadronic
collisions, it is possible to perform stringent tests of QCD factorization, evolution and
universality. For instance, the Boer-Mulders function mentioned above has the peculiar
property of being naive-T-odd. This implies that its definition must include a proper
gauge-link (Wilson line) that manifests in a soft-gluon exchange between the ejected quark
and the color field of the nucleon remnant. In general, gauge links are process-dependent
and this leads to the remarkable fact that naive-T-odd TMDs (such the Boer-Mulders
and the Sivers functions) are not universal. In particular, they are expected to have
opposite sign when measured in Drell-Yan and SIDIS processes [125]. A solid experimental
verification of this direct QCD prediction is eagerly awaited.

At LHCb, the quark f q
1 and h�,q

1 TMDs can be probed in Drell-Yan processes, exploiting
the excellent reconstruction capabilities for muon-pairs. The unpolarized Drell-Yan cross-
section can be written as

�DY
UU � A f q

1 ⌦ f q̄
1 + B h�,q

1 ⌦ h�,q̄
1 cos 2� , (1)

where the subscript UU denotes that both beam and target are unpolarized, the symbol ⌦
indicates a convolution integral over the quark transverse momenta, and � is the azimuthal

25

Figure 8: Left: theoretical predictions for AN in inclusive J/ production [17]. Right: up quark
densities in momentum space [18].
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A. BACCHETTA, M. CONTALBRIGO: THE PROTON IN 3D

Fig. 8  distribution of quarks in impact parameter space, as obtained by 
a two-dimensional Fourier transform of the nucleon Dirac form factors. 
The distribution of the up-quarks turns out to be narrower than that of 
the down-quarks. Among other things, this means that a high-energy 
probe sees a core of positive charge in the center of the proton and a 
cloud of negative  charge around it.

Fig. 9  When the spin of the nucleon is taken into consideration, 
the quark distribution is distorted in opposite ways for up- and 
down-quarks. This distortion indirectly suggests that the up-quarks have 
a large orbital angular momentum opposite to the proton spin. Vice-
versa for the down-quark.

Figure 9: Distortion of the up and down quark distributions in the impact parameter space when
spin is taken into account [19].

Figure 2: Left: Measurements of Single Transverse Spin Asymmetry in DY events as a function of G
compared to two theoretical predictions [6]. Right: projected precision for some azimuthal asymmetry
amplitudes with DY data as a function of the dilepton invariant mass in the rapitidy range 3<H;01<4 [6].

Heavy flavour states will be one of the strength points of LHCspin. Being mainly produced via
gluon fusion at LHC, quarkonia and open heavy flavour states will allow to probe the unknown gluon
Sivers function via inclusive production of �/Ψ or �0 but also with several unique states like [2 ,
j2 , j1 or �/Ψ �/Ψ. Fig. 3 (left) shows two predictions, based on the analysis performance of [7],
for the asymmetry on �/Ψ events: 5 - 10 % asymmetries are expected in the G� < 0 region, where
the LHCspin sensitivity is the highest. Fig. 3 (right) shows the reachable precision as a function
of the number of �/Ψ particles that can be collected in just few days of data taking, all for three
different values of the target polarisation. Moreover, heavy flavour states can be exploited as well to
probe the gluon-induced asymmetries ℎ⊥61 (Boer-Mulders) and 5 61 , which are both experimentally
unconstrained.
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Figure 31: (a) Two predictions (denoted AD’AM [294] and EIKV [290]) of the DY AN as a function of x� at AFTER@LHC,
compared to the projected precision of the measurement [302]. The bands are filled in the region where the fits use existing SIDIS
data, i.e. for x� � 0.3, and hollow where they are extrapolations. (b) Similar projections for the DY AN as a function of x� in
p+3He� collisions at

�
s = 115 GeV [302]. [In both cases, the bars show the statistical uncertainties for the quoted luminosisities

accounting for the background subtraction and polarisation-dilution effects].

polarisation, Pe� , is diluted by a factor of 3 since only the neutron is polarised in the 3He�. The projec-
tions for 3He� are prepared based on simulations for pp collisions and applying corrections to account for
change in signal and background yields. The combinatorial background is proportional to the number of
binary nucleon-nucleon collisions Ncoll, thus the background increases by a factor Ncoll �

�
3 compared to

pp. An additional isospin factor of 9/6 for DY studies is included. The available integrated luminosity of
2.5 fb�1 will allow for an exploratory measurement for DY production and precision study for quarkonium
production (see section 5.2.2).

In addition, DY production with an unpolarised fixed-target will be extremely valuable to study the
simplest TMD function at large x, namely the unpolarised TMD PDF [305, 306, 307, 54, 287, 288]. A
good knowledge of unpolarised TMDs is of fundamental importance in order to validate our understanding
of their scale evolution and to reliably study azimuthal and spin asymmetries, as they always enter the
denominators of these quantities.

Pion and kaon production. Pion and kaon STSAs have been extensively studied in the last three decades
at Fermilab and BNL with hadron beams and at Jefferson Lab, CERN (COMPASS) and DESY (HERMES)
with lepton beams (see e.g. [27, 28, 29, 30, 308, 309, 31, 303]), observing large asymmetries in the valence
region at large x�, which motivated the introduction of the Sivers effect. As for now, similar studies have not
been carried out with hadron beams on 3He, thus on a polarised neutron target, which however could give
us original insights on the flavour symmetries of the correlation between the partonic transverse momentum
and the nucleon spin. Along these lines, the AFTER@LHC programme relying on the LHCb and/or ALICE
detectors, can play a crucial role.

Indeed, as shown in Fig. 32, the predicted AN for pion production with a neutron (a-b) and proton (c-d)
target, based on the generalised parton model (GPM) approach (which is an extension of the parton model
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Figure 39: Expected statistical uncertainty on asymmetries in DY production at AFTER@LHCb, computed all for Lpp = 10 fb�1

andPe�. = 0.8. The rapidity has been integrated over the bins specified in the plots, as well as the mass in bins of dM = 1 GeV. [The
statistical uncertainties are calculated using following expressions: �(Asin �S

UT ) = 1/Pe�.�
�

2/
�

S + 2B, �(Acos 2�S
UU ) = 2

�
2/
�

S + 2B
and �(Asin(2�±�S )

UT ) = 2/Pe�. �
�

2/
�

S + 2B, where S is the signal yield, B is the background yield and Pe�. is the effective
polarisation in a given measurement.]

extractions of h�g
1 have been performed yet. Recently, it has been proposed to access both f g

1 and h�g
1 in

di-J/� and � production in hadronic collisions [347, 344], for which data with sensitivity to transverse
momenta have been collected at the LHC. It is expected that h�g

1 reaches its maximal size in the small-x
regime [53, 348, 349, 350]. Its role in different x-regions has yet to be explored. Factorisation proofs have
recently been provided for �c,b production [351, 352]. It is also expected to be constrained from azimuthal-
asymmetry measurements at the future EIC and the LHeC [353, 315], and also possibly from measurements
at RHIC and the LHC [339].

The impact of linearly polarised gluons in H0 production has been addressed e.g. in [354, 355, 356,
332]. Their effect has been predicted for gluon fusion into two photons in [357, 339], for (pseudo)scalar
quarkonium production in [69, 70], for vector quarkonium production in [358, 359] and for H0 plus jet
production in [340]. Associated production of quarkonium and Z boson has been investigated in [360].
Associated production of quarkonium plus one photon [71] is also promising, due to the possibility of
producing final states with different invariant masses, suited thus to be analysed using TMD factorisation
and to test TMD evolution. This process, together with �b,c production [361, 69, 70] and double J/�
production [223], can be investigated within the AFTER@LHC programme.

Several processes can be measured at the proposed AFTER@LHC programme in order to constrain
h�g

1 in yet unexplored kinematic regions. In Table 17 we show those in which the effect of the presence
of h�g

1 is the modulation of the transverse-momentum spectrum, referred to as “qT modulation”, while in
Table 18 we show those for which h�g

1 creates an azimuthal modulations of the spectrum, referred to as
“cos n� modulation”. We notice that in all the mentioned processes the same h�g

1 function is probed, since
the gauge-link structure is the same. As can be seen, overall the AFTER@LHC programme offers a great
opportunity to constrain h�g

1 through all these processes.
At AFTER@LHC, it will be possible to study the potential TMD factorisation breaking effects [362]

in the production of �c0 and �c2 [69]. Moreover, �c production at low transverse momentum [351] will
be accessed, complementing the high transverse momentum region measured by LHCb and going beyond
RHIC’s capabilities.
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Figure 7: Left: Measurements of AN in DY events as a function of x compared to two theoretical
predictions [7]. Right: projected precision for some azimuthal asymmetry amplitudes with DY
data as a function of the dilepton invariant mass [9].

pion SSAs at small pT , which require a strong suppression
of the f-type GSF, in particular in the small-x region (see
Fig. 1, left panel). If J=ψ measurements would be con-
firmed even in future higher statistics samples, this would
definitely represent a tension with the pion SSAs, at least
within a TMD approach. In this respect, more data, on a
wider kinematical range and with better statistics, would be
very helpful.
It is worth considering the corresponding analysis for AN

in J=ψ production for the kinematics reachable at LHC in

the fixed target mode with a transversely polarized target
(see the AFTER [42,43] and LHCb [44,45] proposals at
CERN). In such a configuration one could probe even
larger light-cone momentum fractions in the polarized
proton, accessing the gluon TMDs in a very interesting
and complementary region.
In Fig. 8 we present our estimates for AN for pp↑ →

J=ψX at
ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 115 GeV, at fixed pT ¼ 2 GeV, as a

function of xF (left panel) and at fixed rapidity y ¼ −2,
as a function of pT (right panel). Notice that in such a

FIG. 8. AN for the process pp↑ → J=ψX at
ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 115 GeV and pT ¼ 2 GeV as a function of xF (left panel) and at rapidity y ¼ −2 as

a function of pT (right panel). Notice that here negative rapidities correspond to the forward region for the polarized proton. Predictions
are for the GPM (thick green dashed lines) and the CGI-GPM (red band) approaches [see Eqs. (32), (34)]. The corresponding maximized
contributions for the GPM (thin green dashed lines) and the CGI-GPM (red solid lines) schemes are also shown.

FIG. 9. Estimates of AN for the process p↑p → γX at
ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 200 GeV as a function of pT within the GPM and the CGI-GPM

approaches. Upper panels: maximized contributions (N gðxÞ ¼ þ 1) at xF ¼ 0 (left) and xF ¼ −0.1 (right); lower panels: estimates
based on the present analysis [see Eqs. (32), (34)]: GPM (green dashed line), CGI-GPM (red band).
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in the non-perturbative regime of QCD.
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Figure 18: Three-dimensional representation of the u-quark densities in momentum space
(proton tomography) from a recent global analysis [122]. (Courtesy of A. Bacchetta).

Two quark TMDs are involved in unpolarized processes: the standard unpolarized
distribution function f q

1 and the Boer-Mulders function h�,q
1 [123]. Even if it requires

no target polarization, the Boer-Mulders function is in fact a polarized TMD because it
depends on the quark transverse polarization. More specifically, it describes the correlation
between the quark transverse polarization and transverse momentum. It is noteworthy that
this correlation results in specific azimuthal modulations of the unpolarized cross-section.

In the last 15 years, significant progresses have been achieved in the comprehension
of the quark TMDs in Semi-Inclusive DIS (SIDIS) experiments (Hermes, Compass,
JLAB) [124]. High-energy pp collisions constitute a complementary approach. In particular,
fixed-target pp collisions at the LHC, with a beam energy at the TeV scale, will give
access to these objects for unique kinematic conditions (high x, at moderately high
Q2). Furthermore, by comparing the results obtained in SIDIS with those from hadronic
collisions, it is possible to perform stringent tests of QCD factorization, evolution and
universality. For instance, the Boer-Mulders function mentioned above has the peculiar
property of being naive-T-odd. This implies that its definition must include a proper
gauge-link (Wilson line) that manifests in a soft-gluon exchange between the ejected quark
and the color field of the nucleon remnant. In general, gauge links are process-dependent
and this leads to the remarkable fact that naive-T-odd TMDs (such the Boer-Mulders
and the Sivers functions) are not universal. In particular, they are expected to have
opposite sign when measured in Drell-Yan and SIDIS processes [125]. A solid experimental
verification of this direct QCD prediction is eagerly awaited.

At LHCb, the quark f q
1 and h�,q

1 TMDs can be probed in Drell-Yan processes, exploiting
the excellent reconstruction capabilities for muon-pairs. The unpolarized Drell-Yan cross-
section can be written as

�DY
UU � A f q

1 ⌦ f q̄
1 + B h�,q

1 ⌦ h�,q̄
1 cos 2� , (1)

where the subscript UU denotes that both beam and target are unpolarized, the symbol ⌦
indicates a convolution integral over the quark transverse momenta, and � is the azimuthal

25

Figure 8: Left: theoretical predictions for AN in inclusive J/ production [17]. Right: up quark
densities in momentum space [18].
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Fig. 8  distribution of quarks in impact parameter space, as obtained by 
a two-dimensional Fourier transform of the nucleon Dirac form factors. 
The distribution of the up-quarks turns out to be narrower than that of 
the down-quarks. Among other things, this means that a high-energy 
probe sees a core of positive charge in the center of the proton and a 
cloud of negative  charge around it.

Fig. 9  When the spin of the nucleon is taken into consideration, 
the quark distribution is distorted in opposite ways for up- and 
down-quarks. This distortion indirectly suggests that the up-quarks have 
a large orbital angular momentum opposite to the proton spin. Vice-
versa for the down-quark.

Figure 9: Distortion of the up and down quark distributions in the impact parameter space when
spin is taken into account [19].
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Figure 3: Left: theoretical predictions for �# in inclusive �/Ψ production [8]. Right: accuracy reacheable
as a function of the collected number of �/Ψ, the data taking time and for different values of the target
polarization.

The long list of potential measurements based on the use of the LHC proton beam will be
further enriched by using the lead beam. For exampe, the Quark Gluon Plasma phase diagram
exploration can be performed with a rapidity scan at a centre of mass energy, which is in-between
those reached at RHIC and SPS. Moreover, LHCspin gives the unique possibility to merge the LHC
heavy-ion program with spin physics, allowing, for the first time, to measure polarized Pb-p↑↓ and
Pb-d↑↓ collisions at √B## ∼ 72 GeV. Among the others, flow measurements will greatly benefit
from the excellent identification performance of LHCb on charged and neutral light hadrons. The
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dynamics of small systems is an interesting topic joining heavy-ion collisions and spin physics
where, in the spin 1 deuteron nucleus, the nucleon matter distribution is prolate for 93 = ±1 and
oblate for 93 = 0, where 93 is the projection of the spin along the polarisation axis. In ultra-relativistic
lead ion collisions on transversely polarised deuteron, the deformation of the target deuteron can
influence the orientation of the fireball in the transverse plane, quantified by the ellipticity. The
measurement proposed in [9] can easily be performed at LHCspin on minimum bias events thanks
to the high-intensity LHC beam.

2. The experimental setup

The LHCspin experimental setup is in the R&D phase and calls for the development of a
new generation polarised target. The starting point is the setup of the polarised target system
developed at the HERMES experiment [10] and comprises three main components: an Atomic
Beam Source (ABS), a Polarised Gas Target (PGT) and a diagnostic system. The ABS consists
of a dissociator with a coooled nozzle, a Stern-Gerlach apparatus to focus the wanted hyperfine
states, and adiabatic RF-transitions for setting and switching the target polarisation. The ABS
injects a beam of polarised hydrogen or deuterium into the PGT, which is located in the LHC
primary vacuum. The PGT hosts a T-shaped openable storage cell, sharing the SMOG2 general
concept, and a compact superconductive dipole magnet, as shown in Fig. 4. The magnet generates
a 300 mT static transverse field with a homogeneity of 10 %, suitable also to avoid beam-induced
depolarisation [11]. Studies for the inner coating of the storage cell are currently ongoing with the
aim of producing a surface that minimises the molecular recombination rate as well as the secondary
electron yield.

states, and adiabatic RF-transitions for setting and switching the target polarisation between states
of opposite sign. The ABS injects a beam of polarised hydrogen or deuterium into the PGT, which
is located in the LHC primary vacuum. The PGT hosts a T-shaped openable storage cell, sharing
the SMOG2 geometry, and a compact superconductive dipole magnet, as shown in Fig. 11. The
magnet generates a 300 mT static transverse field with a homogeneity of 10%, which is found to
be suitable to avoid beam-induced depolarisation [25]. Studies for the inner coating of the stor-
age cell are currently ongoing, with the aim of producing a surface that minimises the molecular
recombination rate as well as the secondary electron yield.
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Figure 11: A drawing of the PGT with the magnet coils (orange) and the iron return yoke (blue)
enclosing the storage cell. The VELO vessel and detector box are shown in green and grey, respec-
tively.

In Fig. 12 (left), the PGT is shown in the same location of the SMOG2 cell, a configuration
that offers a large kinematic acceptance and does not require additional detectors in LHCb. Fig. 12
(right) shows the efficiency to reconstruct a primary vertex and both tracks in simulated ⌥ ! µ+µ�

events as a function of xF under three locations of a 20 cm-long storage cell. The simulation is per-
formed within the GAUSS framework [26] with upgrade LHCb conditions. New algorithms are
currently being developed for the Run 3 fixed-target reconstruction and are expected to sensibly
improve the current performance as well as to enable to record LHCspin data in parallel with p�p

collisions [8].
The diagnostic system continuously analyses gas samples drawn from the PGT and comprises

a target gas analyser to detect the molecular fraction, and thus the degree of dissociation, and a
Breit-Rabi polarimeter to measure the relative population of the injected hyperfine states.
An instantaneous luminosity of O(1032) cm�2s�1 is foreseen for fixed-target p � H collisions in
Run 4, with a further factor 3 � 5 increase for the high-luminosity LHC phase from Run 5 (2032).

4 Conclusions

The fixed-target physics program at LHC has been greatly enhanced with the recent installation
of the SMOG2 gas storage cell at LHCb. LHCspin is the natural evolution of SMOG2 and aims at
installing a polarised gas target to bring spin physics at LHC for the first time, opening a whole
new range of exploration. With strong interest and support from the international theoretical

Figure 4: A drawing of the PGT with the magnet coils (orange) and the iron return yoke (blue) enclosing
the storage cell. The VELO vessel and detector box are shown in green and grey, respectively.

With the use of the SMOG2 system during the LHC Run 3 (2022-2025), the first data usable for
studying the mutual target-beam interactions will be available providing a fundamental playground
for the R&Dof LHCspin. For instance, keeping the PGT in the same location of the SMOG2 cell, the
largest kinematic acceptance is achievable. Here, the track reconstruction efficiency remains high
with no sensible degradation with respect to the nominal efficiencies reached in the pp collisions at
LHCb. New algorithms are currently being developed for the Run 3 fixed-target reconstruction and
are expected to sensibly improve the current performance as well as to enable to record LHCspin
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data in parallel with pp collisions [12]. The diagnostic system continuously analyses gas samples
drawn from the PGT and comprises a target gas analyser to detect the molecular fraction, and thus
the degree of dissociation, and a Breit-Rabi polarimeter to measure the relative population of the
injected hyperfine states. An instantaneous luminosity of $ (1032) cm−2s−1 is foreseen for fixed-
target ?� collisions in Run 4 (2029-2032), with a further factor 3 - 5 increase for the high-luminosity
LHC phase from Run 5 (>2035).

The fixed-target physics program at LHC has been greatly enhanced with the recent installation
of the SMOG2 gas storage cell at LHCb. LHCspin is its natural evolution and aims at installing
a polarised gas target to bring spin physics at LHC for the first time, opening a whole new range
of exploration. With strong interest and support from the international theoretical community,
LHCspin is a unique opportunity to advance our knowledge on several unexplored QCD areas,
complementing both existing facilities and the future Electron-Ion Collider [13].
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